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FIXES IN PROGRESS 

 EDI Acknowledgement changes title on MW Tapes POs when UPC is blank 

o For Midwest Tapes only: When the UPC field in the PO Line is blank, then the EDI 

Acknowledgement replaces the title with the data in the EAN13 field. 

CHOOSE TOP FIVE PROBLEMS TO BE FIXED 

 After reload button turns red, color persists even after reloading data 

o In GetIt, when the new "reload" button (located in the lower right-hand corner of the 

screen) turns red because there is data to be loaded on the page, the red color will 

persist even after clicking the button to reload the data on the screen. The data 

correctly reloads and displays, but the button is still red.  

o Workaround: Closing the GetIt tab and re-opening it will remove the red color on the 

"reload" button. 

 Bibs sent from GetIt don't have 942$x catsource 

o When a bib record is created via send to catalog from GetIt, the bib record doesn't 

include the 942$x catsource field. 

o Workaround: Add the 942$x field manually and then save the bib record. 

 Clicking "+" to expand all invoice lines doesn't always work 

o If you click the "+" symbol in the upper left-hand corner of the main Invoice screen, so 

all of the Invoice lines will expand, it doesn't work if there are more than say, 20 Invoice 

lines on the Invoice. If there more than 20 lines (approximately), the Invoice lines at the 

bottom of the screen do not display. This problem has been reported to LibLime. 

Unfortunately, LibLime reports that this is a complex fix and will therefore take some 

time. 

o Workaround: For manual invoices, keep the number of Invoice lines under 20. 

Otherwise, to expand the Invoice line, each plus sign has to be clicked individually. If you 

want to view all PO information (such as Location), you could go to View>Linked Orders 

in the top toolbar of the Invoice (above the Invoice header). To view all fund information 

go to View>Transactions in the top toolbar. 

 Matches found link not updated when linking bib record 

o On the main PO screen, the "Matches found" link appears in the "Catalog link" column is 

there is a possible bib record link in Bibliovation. After you click the link and select the 

matching bib record, the link in the "Catalog link” column does not update with the bib 

number, even though the PO Line has been successfully linked to the Bibliovation bib 

record.  

o Workaround: Click the reload button (with the arrows) at the bottom of the screen to 

get the "matches found" link to update with the bib number. 

 PO Line Copy Staff Note(s) not displaying in Notes column on main PO screen 

o The PO Line Copy Staff Note doesn't display in the "Notes" column on the main PO 

screen. This column remains blank unless there is both a Vendor Note and a Staff Note 



in the PO Line Copy. When there is both a Vendor Note and Staff Note in the PO Line 

Copy, then notes appear on the main PO screen but there is no space or punctuation 

between the notes.  

o Workaround: Click the + (plus) sign in the upper left-hand corner of the PO Lines tab to 

expand all of the PO Lines. The Notes will display in expanded view. 

 Remove "old" "Reload" button at top of PO screen / Reload button not working 

o In the 6.00.20 upgrade, a "reload" button (symbolized by two arrows) was added to the 

lower right-hand corner of all screens. However, there was an existing "Reload" button 

at the top of the list of PO Lines (above the Catalog link column, labeled "Reload"). This 

top-level Reload button is not working, but the Reload button in the lower right-hand 

corner is working. Because there is a new "Reload" button that is working, we have 

asked LibLime about removing the top-level "Reload" button. 

o Workaround: Use the "reload" button (two arrows) in the lower right-hand corner of the 

screen. 

 Status is blank for Purchase Order in EDI tab of PO 

o In the EDI tab of the PO, the Status of the Purchase order is blank. In the previous 

version of GetIt, the Status displayed as Failed or Successful depending on the status of 

the PO. The Status of the EDI Acknowledgement displays as Processed or Rejected, so it 

seems like there should be a status for the PO that is sent to the vendor as well.  

 When creating bibs by sending PO Lines from GetIt, diacritics may not display correctly in bib 

record 

o This seems to be mainly be a problem with Vendor MARC files from Baker and Taylor. 

While loading the B&T Vendor MARC files into GetIt POs is working, when bibs are 

created via Send to Catalog, some of the diacritics don't display correctly in the bib 

record. 


